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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
Teaching method is a technique or a strategy that serves an important function in achieving a specific function. Different teaching methods can be used for objective oriented activities and flow of information between teacher and students. Effectiveness of these methods needs to be evaluated from a student’s point of view.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We, with the help of questionnaire, assessed the effectiveness of two methods of teaching that is chalk and talk and Microsoft PowerPoint presentation. 100 third MBBS students were given the questionnaire after undergoing teaching by both the methods.

RESULTS
It was found that a well-prepared PowerPoint is a more effective method and improves educative value of the subject. Students preferred PowerPoint teaching as evidenced by the subjective assessment of the students.

CONCLUSION
PowerPoint presentations as a useful AV tool should be used to enhance and complement the lectures. PowerPoint presentation has the ability to integrate the text, pictures and images. It has a great advantage and improves the educative value of the subject if it is prepared keeping target audience in mind.
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in tests; the most important factor was lecture subject difficulty in determining the student's performance in these tests. They concluded that the efficacy of using PowerPoint was case specific rather than universal. The study of Lowry (1999) saw a marked improvement in examination results when PowerPoint replaced the use of TOHP. Therefore, there is a mixture of views based on recent studies.

PowerPoint presentations are routinely used in medical meetings and conferences by the speaker or lecturer to assemble professional looking slides to deliver the concept. Overuse of PPT, sadly results in unending streams of slides with bullet lists, animations that obscure rather than clarify the point and cartoons that distract rather than convey the message. Too often PowerPoint presentations elevate "format" over concern. Tuft (2003) argues that PowerPoint corrupts the communication process by focusing on format rather than on context, sometimes with serious consequences. Mayer (2005) has revealed that in PPT presentations, the basic principles of multimedia learning and instructional design are frequently ignored. Harden (2008) has pointed out that it is not effective simply to repeat the same words that are written on a text slides – a common mistake with PPT presentations. Also, he comments that the practice of circulating PowerPoint slides as handouts summarising a presentation emphasises the overreliance on the visual element and should be discouraged. The fault almost invariably lies not with PowerPoint but with the presenter. It is not PowerPoint that does a poor job but rather the presenter. In a useful book on the topic, "Killer Presentations", Outon (2005) argues that the problem with PPT lies in how it is used. Transform its use and you will transform its effect.

Black board was invented by James Pillans, Headmaster of Royal High School, Edinburgh, Scotland. He used it with coloured chalk to teach geography. Black boards are the most conventional way of teaching. Use of blackboard can ease the understanding by use of diagrams and flow charts that keep the attention of students gripped and allow easy understanding.

In Chalk and Method
1. Only key words need to be written and long sentences should be avoided.
2. Non-standard abbreviations should not be used.
3. Overwriting should be avoided.

In this study, I investigate student's opinion of the impact of electronic presentations (PowerPoint) in lectures in undergraduate level compared to chalk and talk which is a traditional and non-electronic approach.

Aims and Objectives
1. To prepare the lecture session as per guidelines recommended for large group teaching.
2. To prepare virtual slides as per recommended guidelines.
3. To use chalk and talk and virtual slides (PowerPoint presentation) as teaching methods.
4. To assess teaching effectiveness of chalk and talk and Microsoft PowerPoint presentation from student's perspective.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The current project was done in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of a medical college. The current study project was undertaken as an assignment necessary for the participants who underwent Medical Council of India (MCI) Basic Course Workshop in Medical Education Technology (MET) in March 2015. The study project involved third year MBBS students in the Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynaecology who had been taught on different topics in the subject of obstetrics and gynaecology by different teachers in the subject by both methods that is some of them employed chalk talk and talk instructions only and others heavily used computer generated slides (PPT).

Thus, our students experienced technology intensive lectures as well as lectures in which traditional chalk and talk was exclusively used. I first circulated a questionnaire, which was based on the effectiveness of teaching tools like chalk & talk and PowerPoint.

Since my objective is to compare the effectiveness of chalk & talk and PowerPoint, I intentionally removed the option having both the teaching tools in the questionnaire and the students were asked and allowed to select only one option either chalk & talk or PowerPoint.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following ten Questions were framed in the Questionnaire

Question 1- Is PowerPoint Presentation (PPT) a better and effective tool to explain the subject efficiently when compared to chalk and talk?

Question 2- Does PowerPoint presentation create more interest in the subject?

Question 3- Do you feel that PowerPoint presentation improves public speaking & presentation skills when compared to chalk and talk?

Question 4- Do you feel that PowerPoint presentation should replace chalk and talk?

Question 5- Which teaching tool do you feel is more appropriate and useful for teaching?

Question 6- Which teaching tool according to you has the components “inspire, influence and inform” in a better way with respect to the subject matter?

Question 7- Which teaching tool is relatively boring?

Question 8- Which teaching tool makes you actively participate and involve in the class?

Question 9- Which one of the following teaching tools provides most of the necessary features of teaching?

Question 10- Which teaching tool do you recommend for teaching?

Based on this Survey, Results were as follows:
Out of 100 MBBS III year students,
- 26 voted chalk and talk as better and effective tool to explain the subject efficiently.
- 20 chose chalk and talk as more creative than PowerPoint to create interest in the subject.
- 33 chose chalk and talk as a better teaching tool to improve public speaking and presentation skills than PowerPoint.
- 40 wanted to retain chalk and talk for teaching their subject instead of replacing it with PowerPoint.
- 26 felt chalk and talk as more useful and appropriate tool for teaching than PowerPoint.
- 13 agreed and accepted chalk and talk has the basic teaching components like “inspire, influence and inform” in a better way than PowerPoint.
- 74 felt chalk and talk relatively more boring than PowerPoint.
- 33 experienced more involvement and active participation in the class when chalk and talk is used as the teaching tool.
- Only 16 stated that chalk and talk has most of the features needed for teaching.
- Only 14 recommended chalk and talk to be continued as the teaching tool.

PPT seems to be that the student becomes a passive observer rather than an active participant (Casanova and Casanova, 1991). This can be tackled by making the lecture session more interactive by throwing questions to the audiences.

The audience should also be encouraged to ask questions at the end of the session to clarify their doubts. It is suggested that although PPT has some positive effects, it reduces the interactive discussion between teacher and students (Garg et al. 2004).

One of the limitations of my study is that our sample is drawn from one institution only and deals with the experience of one particular group of individuals, namely, undergraduate students.

This could alter survey findings and the scope of my study is restricted in this sense.

CONCLUSION
Well-prepared PPT is liked because they avoid the issue of poor handwriting and dirty blackboard, a problem commonly encountered with the conventional, chalk and talk method of teaching. PowerPoint presentation should be used to enhance and complement the lectures as it is a useful AV tool. PowerPoint presentation has the ability to integrate the text, pictures and images. It has a great advantage and improves the educative value of the subject if it is prepared keeping target audience in mind.
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In this study, questionnaire based evaluation of lecture delivered by PowerPoint presentation and chalk and talk method was done by the students. Most of the students unanimously agreed that PPT presentations are an appropriate AV aid for teaching, learning process especially to a larger target audience. Students preferred PowerPoint teaching as evidenced by the subjective assessment of the students. Various authors have argued that PPT encourages active learning environment, increases effectiveness of lectures and lend clarity to the subject (Hunt, 1998; Sammons, 1997; Rossen et al., 1997). The present study showed unanimous agreement of students on the quality of PPT slides, prepared according to the standard guidelines for preparation of PPT slides. All the PPT slides were well appreciated by the students and none of them found it difficult to understand. The display of text, images, flowcharts were visually appealing to all students. No spelling error was identified by any student in the entire presentation. Well-prepared PPT is liked because they avoid the issue of poor handwriting and dirty blackboard, a problem commonly encountered with the conventional, chalk and talk method of teaching. A study has pointed out that in PowerPoint, the ability to integrate the text and the pictures and images is a great advantage and improves the educative value of the subject (Mayer and Anderson, 1992). One disadvantage of
